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This paper aims to dissect the Arctic warming simulated in the CMIP6 models by
comparing them to observations. The analysis is centered on the geophysical variables
related to the lapse rate feedback, which, as argued by a number of studies, is of critical
importance for the Arctic warming amplification. To the extent this argument is valid, the
comparisons in this paper are well motivated. A novel aspect of this paper is that it
includes comparisons to several different kinds of data, some of which, such as the newly
acquired Mosaic campaign data, provides fresh perspectives for model validation.
However, although each comparison included here potentially provides a useful line of
evidence for discriminating the models, unfortunately few results appear conclusive in the
end. This calls into question whether one had better aim to identify and focus on what can
be more conclusively stated about the models and/or nature, as opposed to a somewhat
nonselective listing of results. Moreover, the use of some data and analysis methods are
not sufficiently explained (see comments below), raising questions about their properness.
For these reasons, I think the paper would need a major revision before being considered
for publication.

 

Figure 1. Can you also provide the observations for a comparison in these diagnostics?

 

L172 "consistency": can you provide any reference to this belief? Note that it is quite
known that there are noticeable differences between different kernels, especially in the
Arctic. In either case, it would be move convincing to provide an error bar based on
results computed from more than one kernel.

 

L205, 251 use of years of 2010-2014. Can you justify the use of these model years to
match the observation? It's understood coupled model years are nominal but what
guarantees a comparison done here, between a single realization of nature of limited
length and multiple model years, is proper? Very handwavy to "assume" they're "roughly



the same".

 

L261 The identification of different "regimes" looks an interesting approach to me.
However, I found the description of the method too brief here. I'd suggest showing the
relevant results such as the EOFs, as well as the associated PCs and eigenvalues. I think
this method, like the other data and methods in this paper, is worth more careful/critical
reasoning and more thorough discussion.

 

L290 What's the basis of using this proxy as a quantitative measure of the energy
transport? How can the TOA-only perspective differentiate atmospheric vs. oceanic
transports? How is equilibrium verified, so that horizontal transport can be inferred from
vertical energy flux?

 

L305 and Figure 9, concerning the use of satellite OLR records, it should be noted that
various issues had been documented on how wrong it could be to take a non-SI-traceable
radiation record as the ground-truth of "observed" long-term trends. For example:

Trishchenko et al. https://doi.org/10.1029/2002JD002353

Wong et al. https://doi.org/10.1175/JCLI3838.1

The OLR trending itself would be worth a full section if not a paper by itself. Before its
correctness is established, it is very questionable to use this result as a model
discrimination metric.  

 

L380 "significant". Although significant differences are stated here and at multiple other
places (in this (Figure 4) and other figures), looking through these results, I am not
convinced there is indeed any strong difference between the compared groups, either
between "w" vs "s" or between them and the observation (Mosaic). If the discriminations
are based on such weak evidence, I am not sure the observation used here provides any
useful constraint as wished by the authors, or any model evaluation result can be
considered conclusive. Please critically review and reason about this and other
conclusions.  
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